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If you could morph two animals
together, which two would you
pick and why?
I would morph a cheetah and a chameleon
because it would be super fast and super sneaky
because it could camouflage”

H

omecoming. How can one word, one event, mean
so much to a student body. It’s the time of year
that students are shopping for sparkly dresses and
matching ties. High heeled shoes and neat pocket squares. It is
also the time of year that the school has it’s annual assembly,
parade, and football game on the same day, to celebrate the
night of memories to come the upcoming Saturday. But what
happens when one of the most anticipated days of the year,
flips upside down. This year, for the first time in history, the
annual football game and pep assembly had been moved from
Friday to Thursday Night.
Principal Steven Miller, was behind the scenes the entire
time. He was deliberating with his entire administrative team,
weighing their options for all the outside events they had
planned.
“It’s clearly looked like it was going to rain, a lot of lightning.
We wouldn’t want to send all of our candidates, out there on
the football field, all dressed up in the rain. The weather for
Thursday was supposed to be perfect, which it ended up being,
so the decision was made, let’s just go ahead, and make it work,”
said Miller.
After the email had been sent to the school, there was an
uproar from the students, due to the sudden change. After
everything was properly explained and casted out, the classes
understood the perspective of the administrators.
“For the most part, the reaction from the public was pretty
good and no one was too upset. There were things we had to
work through but for the most part I think people were very
understanding of the situation and we were trying to do what
was best for the kids,” said Miller.
Since of the last minute change to schedule, students had to
prepare themselves with the one less day they had to get ready
for the assembly and the game. Senior Micah Baird knew that
him and the football team had to put themselves into gear to
have their parade float ready and energy for the game they had
to play the next night.
“It was kind of weird because we would have to figure out
our entire schedule for the next day and with the float, we were
going to work on it on Thursday after practice but we just had
to go with it,” said Baird.
Senior Dylan Cheatham, also was aware of the lack of
time him and the football players were facing with the new
schedule, and was frustrated with the situation but knew what
needed to be done to execute a successful turnout.
“I was actually really mad, due to the fact that we are so
used to the Friday game mindset, and we had to come in on a
Thursday and it is normally late start. It felt weird having a
game on Thursday since we never have games on Thursdays.
Uncontrollable actions that happened, we had to rush with the
float, We had costumes, so it was rushed. Wednesday right after
practice, we just decided ‘alright we’re doing costumes,” said
Cheatham.
At the end of the day, the parade and football game was a
success with no rain, and homecoming continued to be a night
of memories for students, but there was no doubt that this
year’s homecoming experience was one for the books.
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-Abbey Park, 12
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The homecoming parade, assembly, and game was moved to Thursday night for the
first time ever. The change caught many students, staff, and parents by surprise.

“A giraffe and a cheetah, because it’d be tall and fast

-Carson Eve, 12

I think it would be really cool if a cat and a fly
would morphe because, little tiny cats flying
around in fly form would be really cute”

-Marissa Dick, 12

“A bear and an eagle so it could fly and be super
powerful

-Micah Baird, 12

I would choose a blue whale and a puppy
because blue whales are the largest animals in
the world and puppies are so sweet, so you’d
have a really humongous, big, sweet animal”
-Peyton Balfour, 12

Roar. Hyping up the crowds with their voices and flags, CPUs,
seniors Spencer Harris, Alani Delce, Nolan Gora, and Robbie
Keays, lead the homecoming parade. The annual parade and
assembly was moved to the Thursday before the dance due to
weather predicitons on Friday.
At the Top. Raising his sign with pride, senior Dalton Apel,
shows his confidence and school spirit at the homecoming
game. The football team had played Park Hill this year for the
awaited homecoming game.
Handshake. Congratulating each other on the field line, football
players step off the field after a play vs Park Hill. The team lost
their homecoming game this year.
Wave. Greeting the crowd with smiles, seniors Bailey Trautman
and Emma Menzel represent the student senate float. Both of
them have been in student senate since their freshman year
photos by jennifer aguilar
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rains on homecoming
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“I think freshmen year we were still trying
to figure out who our friends are and now
we know. We all just want to celebrate
together,” said senior Kate Lagis.

“It’s a fun night to spend with all of our
friends and I was so happy to spend it
with people that mean so much to me,”
said senior Makayla Sclesky.
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“This is our last year together and all I
want to do is spend it with all my friends
before I won’t be able to anymore,”
said senior Celinda Hefner
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